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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT AND CEO
ALLISON LINDQUIST
WE STRIVE FOR A MORE HUMANE							
AND COMPASSIONATE SOCIETY. Thanks to our generous
community, donors and volunteers, we continue to find new ways to help people and animals.
A strong correlation between those who abuse animals and those who abuse people has
emerged after years of study. Last year, Alameda County District Attorney Nancy O’Malley
gathered leaders from multiple sectors to address this link at monthly meetings of the Alameda
County Cruelty Task Force. After a year of meetings, the Task Force invited local city and county
officials, law enforcement and district attorney staff, animal control officers, social workers and
shelter staff to the East Bay SPCA to learn more about the well-documented link between animal
and human abuse. Keynote speakers included Phil Arkow of The Latham Foundation (The LINK),
forensic veterinarian Dr. Jennifer Wolfe DVM, and managers from a local domestic violence
organization called SAFE.
Connecting individuals from organizations that address human and animal abuse allowed us to
plan collaborations to help victims, and to find and prosecute the criminals who would do harm.
The well-attended training at the East Bay SPCA raised good questions, sparked discussion and
laid the groundwork for regional inter-sector coordination to make communities safer for animals
and people. Meanwhile, I’ll continue to attend Task Force meetings.
On a different note, thanks to our wonderful volunteers, we’re now able to offer dignified,
peaceful, final days for the most deserving dogs and cats with our newly launched Fospice
Program, where dedicated foster volunteers take home animals with terminal illnesses for
loving end-of-life care. You can read more about Bloomer, a senior cat who spent six months at
our Oakland shelter in 2015. A few months ago, she returned to the shelter when her adopter
landed in the hospital. Observation, then tests, revealed that severe renal failure would number
her days. Thanks to our dedicated Fospice volunteers, her final days will be in a loving home.
Finally, we’re happy to announce that
Oakland Magazine readers chose the East
Bay SPCA as 2017 Best Animal Rescue
or Shelter. Readers of the East Bay
Express were even more generous and
chose us as the Best East Bay Nonprofit,
over organizations ten times our size.
Without our community, our donors and
volunteers, we couldn’t do this critically
important life-saving work. I thank you
greatly for your support.

Stacey Wells
Board Chair
Carolyn Belloni
Mark Cratsenburg
Lynne Dujmovich
Denise Garner
Jay Hernandez
Monica Winghart
Sandi Wright

MANAGEMENT

Allison Lindquist
President and CEO
Tracie Cota
Vice President Veterinary Services
Barbara Dryg
Vice President of Finance
Grace Reddy
Vice President of Development
Michele Setter
Vice President of Operations

LOCATIONS

Oakland Adoption Center and
Theodore B. Travers Family
Veterinary Clinic
8323 Baldwin Street
Oakland, CA 94621
510.569.0702
Oakland Spay & Neuter
Surgery Center
410 Hegenberger Road
Oakland, CA 94621
510.639.7387
Dublin Adoption Center and
Spay & Neuter Surgery Center
4651 Gleason Drive
Dublin, CA 94568
925.479.9670

OUR MISSION
THE EAST BAY SPCA is committed

to the welfare of cats and dogs
in the communities we serve. We
strive to eliminate animal cruelty,
neglect and overpopulation by
providing programs and education
that support people and companion
animals.

VISIT US ONLINE AT

www.eastbayspca.org

Sincerely,

ALLISON C. LINDQUIST
President and CEO
East Bay SPCA

Best Nonprofit
East Bay Express, Best of the East Bay

Best Animal Shelter or Rescue Group
Oakland Magazine

FOSTER
Highlight

FOSPICE

PROVIDING COMFORT DURING LAST DAYS

Sukanya aynakuS and her latest fospice cat, Bloomer
In the last year, aynakuS has provided fospice for three East
Bay SPCA cats: Don Gato, Oli, and Charlie Tango.

Sukanya aynakuS and her cat Topshee
The East Bay SPCA provides shelter to thousands of cats and
dogs each year.
Unfortunately, some of the animals it takes in may need
hospice and foster care, known as “fospice.” The East Bay SPCA
relies on the help of a select group of dedicated foster parents
to care for these animals.
Oakland resident Sukanya aynakuS began volunteering at the
East Bay SPCA in 2007—first socializing, feeding, and cleaning
condos for cats, then helping with transports and fostering.
Eventually, she became a fospice volunteer. Fospice is a
combination between foster and hospice, where foster parents
take in animals with untreatable terminal illnesses and provide
them with care, love, and a wonderful life before it’s time for
euthanasia.
“I am an animal lover,” she said. “I want each and every animal
in the world to live a happy, loved and pampered life. If that
means they get loved during the last weeks of their lives, I
want to be the one giving it to them. To me, it’s the most
unconditionally fulfilling love one can show and give to an
animal.”

“[Don Gato] was a breeze to care of,” she said. “He came in
silence and left in silence… when he left, it felt like he thanked
me with his first and last head-butt before I took him to the
shelter.”

“I want each and every animal in
the world to live a happy, loved
and pampered life.”
Despite unconditional love and care from the cats, it was taxing
to say goodbye to each one.
“Letting Charlie go was the most heartbreaking,” she said. “His
constant meowing and constant hugging made me feel terribly
lonely for days and even today.”
Even with the heartbreak that comes each time, aynakuS
said she knows she will continue to hospice animals for the
organization. She recently brought home Bloomer, an older cat
suffering from renal failure, her fourth fospice cat of the year.

If you are interested in fostering or
providing fospice for the East Bay SPCA,
please email foster@eastbayspca.org.
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PROGRAM
Highlights

ADOPTIONS
MEET THE FAMILY

Pretzel, enjoying some pool time at her new home.

Make sure you provide a safe space for your new cat.

This year is shaping up to be East Bay SPCA’s busiest adoption
summer yet. And if you’re one of many new adopters, you’ll
have questions about bringing home your new pet! Remember,
it takes time to adjust to a new home, and that is especially
true for our pets.

Make sure the whole family comes to an agreement on what
the house rules are, so all family members can be consistent in
letting the new pet know what is and is not okay. For example,
does the animal have access to the furniture or the bedrooms?
Where do they stay when unsupervised? When do they eat?
Learn how to read and respect animal body language—that’s
how they communicate if they’re scared, uncomfortable, or
having a grand ol’ time.

Don’t expect your newly adopted animal to know that they’re
home, and home for good within the first couple of days, and
in some cases, the first couple of weeks. A good rule of thumb
is that it will take your new pet two to three weeks to start
settling in and showing his or her full personality.
Expect to help your new pet overcome initial discomfort and/or
anxiety while learning new routines, new house rules, getting
to know you and the family, and being left alone. Initial anxiety,
such as pacing or otherwise seeming unsettled, typically starts
going away once the new environment starts to feel like home
and routines (e.g. meals, walks, cuddle time, exercise time) start
to become familiar.

CREATE YOUR OWN CAT SANCTUARY
Set your cat up for success by confining them in a sanctuary
room (e.g. a bathroom or small bedroom).
Confinement helps cats become comfortable in one safe
space and gives them a “home base” if they become scared or
uncertain as they start to explore the rest of the home. The last
thing we want is for kitty to get scared and wedge herself in the
back of your closet for the next week, not wanting to come

WANT TO LEARN MORE?
East Bay SPCA’s Behavior and Training Book Recommendations:
Need tips on bringing your new kitty home,
or introducing your new cat to the two- and
four-legged family? Pam Johnson-Bennett’s
book Think Like a Cat: How to raise a welladjusted cat—not a sour puss is a great
resource!
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Want more info on child–dog relationships?
Refer to Colleen Pelar’s book: Living with
Kids and Dog... Without Losing Your Mind.

WE’RE HERE
WITH YOU FOR
THE WHOLE LIFE
OF YOUR PET!

out for meals or use the litter box. Confinement minimizes the
stress that comes with moving and promotes good litter box
habits.
Give cats everything they’ll need in this space: food and water
dishes as far away from litter box as possible. Add somewhere
to hide and something to climb. Offer something to scratch
and toys to play with. Most importantly, make sure you
dedicate TLC time to spend with them in this space.
Expect they’ll need 7-14 days of confinement in this safe space,
but be pleasantly surprised if they’re ready to start exploring
more of the household sooner than that.
MAKING A DOG FRIENDLY HOME
Before bringing your new dog home, make sure to dog-proof
and have a confinement area ready. Don’t go too far away from
home for the first few days to a week or so.

Then, make sure to establish regular routines. Your dog wants
and needs to build important habits for feeding time, playtime,
potty breaks, and alone time. Even though you might be home
the entire weekend you bring your dog home, start to mimic
the regular schedule. Don’t spend the entire weekend with your
dog and then leave him alone for a full workday.
While at home, the goal for every interaction should be that
the dog learns to trust the family. Having a positive experience
with each family member is very important. Avoid being loud or
excited, and remember to use lots of treats.
And don’t forget, sign up for training classes to help develop
the bond between you and your new dog.

Visit eastbayspca.org/training-classes
for a list of current East Bay SPCA
training classes, including Puppy
Kindergarten and Mind Your Manners.

WANT TO LEARN MORE?
East Bay SPCA’s Behavior and Training Book Recommendations:
Are you introducing your new dog to
existing pets? Check out Love Has No Age
Limit: Welcoming an Adopted Dog into Your
Home by Patricia B. McConnell, PhD and
Karen London, PhD.

Learn more about maintaining a multipledog household by reading Feeling
Outnumbered: How to Manage and Enjoy
Your Multi-dog Household by Patricia B.
McConnell, PhD and Karen London, PhD.
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BEHAVIOR &
TRAINING
Tips

BEHAVIOR & TRAINING
MEET THE PETS

Don’t rush—how you introduce your pets will lay the
groundwork for the animals’ relationships for years to come.
Make sure you take this process slow.

DOGS
For dogs, conduct initial meets outside
on neutral territory. Expect that they’ll
need close supervision while they’re
getting to know each other—a minimum
of a couple of weeks, but for many,
supervision may be a longer-term
venture. When they can’t be supervised,
make sure to keep them in separate
rooms, especially if they’re different
sizes. When the dogs are with each other,
pay close attention to how they interact.
Reading their body language is important
to understand how they communicate.

Remember, not all dogs are “by the book” when it comes to their body language, but these can be helpful guidelines.
For more helpful illustrations to help better read dog and cat body language, visit www.doggiedrawings.net.

CATS
Remember that cats are territorial and need time to adjust
before seeing their new feline housemate. Bring the new cat
straight to its “sanctuary space” without stopping to see the
resident cat. The first thing the cats should know of each
other is just the smell of each other.
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TRIBUTE
GIFTS

THE SEARCH FOR THE
PERFECT GIFT IS OVER
We all have one: a box in the closet or attic full of gifts
from loved ones that don’t quite match our needs or
styles. It’s the “re-gift” stash.
As you celebrate birthdays, anniversaries and other
special occasions with friends and family this year, make
sure your gifts stay out of their re-gift boxes by rethinking
what you give to those closest to you.
This year, take a moment to reflect on what’s truly
important to your loved ones. If they value animals and
the important work we do at the East Bay SPCA, consider
making a gift in their honor.
A tribute gift can make your loved ones feel special
because you celebrate and support a cause that’s
important in their lives. Plus, you don’t run the risk of
giving a gift that someone neither wants nor needs. Gifts
become more meaningful when you truly understand why
a cause is important to someone special to you.

PHASES OF CAT INTRODUCTION

1
2

Encourage the introduction of the new
cat’s scent and make it a positive, gradual
experience by doing a blanket exchange, so
each cat gets exposed to the other one’s scent.

Once the new cat seems comfortable in the
new space, allow it to explore more of the
household while confining resident cat, so it
can get comfortable in its new environment.

KEEP A LOVED ONE’S MEMORY ALIVE
If you’ve recently lost someone close to you, celebrating
a special occasion this year might be bittersweet as you
think about a loved one who isn’t part of the festivities. If
our work was important to your loved one, a gift to the
East Bay SPCA in his or her memory can be a meaningful
way to make that special person part of your celebrations.

GIVE FROM THE HEART
To learn more about gifts that will truly touch your loved
ones, go to eastbayspca.planmygift.org or contact
Grace Reddy, CFRE at 510.746.5111 or greddy@
eastbayspca.org today.
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Next, allow the cats to see each other when
they each receive a meal. But, keep them far
enough apart so they’re comfortable and a
door between them if things head south.
Keep it positive.
Gradually move food bowls closer. Eventually,
encourage playtime using a feather toy.
Reward closeness and relaxed behavior. If
there are angry words exchanged, back up a
step, the process may just be going too quickly.
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KEEP UP WITH
THE PACK!

UPCOMING EVENTS
Foster Care Orientations
Oakland
SUNDAY, SEPT 10, 2017 11am

Stay up-to-date with happenings at

Dublin
SATURDAY, SEPT 30, 2017 10am

the East Bay SPCA by signing up for
TailMail, our monthly e-newsletter!
eastbayspca.org/tailmail

Pet Food Pantry
Oakland Spay/Neuter Surgery Center
SATURDAY, SEPT 9, 2017 9am – 11am

Free Veterinary Outreach
Clinic–Dogs Only
SUNDAY, OCT 15, 2017 10am – 1pm

Addison Street & Bolivar Drive, Berkeley

Monthly Adoption Events!
Come meet adoptable cats and dogs while shopping
for supplies at the Piedmont Pet Food Express.

4th Sunday of every month:
August 27th & September 24th
11am - 3pm | 3868 Piedmont Ave, Oakland
ON THE COVER

CHESTER, a 3-year-old terrier, is one of over 300 pets that have been adopted so far this summer.

Photos by Heidi Eder/Right Brain for Hire

